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so i chose the continue button and the installation then took a while. it may take several minutes or even an hour to install the driver, depending on the speed of your internet connection. the adapter then turned itself on after the installation had completed. i had to connect it to the computer to complete the final step of configuring it. the usb adapter has a
standard mini-usb connector on one end. it plugs directly into the usb port on the motherboard of the computer. the other end of the adapter is connected to a wlan antenna. this antenna is included with the adapter and it is the antenna that connects to the wlan adapter. the antenna is a plastic shell that screws on to the end of the usb adapter. it has a small
panel on the side that displays the signal strength. i plugged the adapter into the usb port and then powered it up. this is when things started to go wrong. the green light on the antenna turned on and then started to flash rapidly in a pattern. this seemed to indicate that the adapter was trying to connect to the wireless internet signal that it detected. when this
was happening, the other green light on the antenna started to flash slowly. this light is the other end of the antenna. the other end of the antenna is attached to the usb adapter, so as it flashed, it indicated the strength of the signal that the adapter was getting. the adapter was not getting any signal strength from the wireless internet router that it is plugged
into. after about a minute, i realised that the signal was going to be stronger if i moved the wlan antenna away from the router. this allowed me to get a stronger signal and also made the computer that was plugged into the wireless router function properly. this was not what i wanted, as i wanted to be able to use the usb adapter as a wireless extension for the
computer plugged into the router. i then moved the usb adapter to another port and powered it up again. this time, the green light on the antenna flashed rapidly, then the other green light flashed rapidly, then the green light flashed slowly. this was the adapter getting a good signal from the router.
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If it says 802.11 not connected, you may need to check and ensure the Ethernet connection is active. For this, right-click your Wi-Fi adapter and select Sharing Options. Under Sharing tab, check the box that says Include this connection in Internet Options. I just recently bought one of these and when I plug it in, it shows up right away. One thing that I noticed is
that when I would turn it on with the adapter plugged into my USB, it would charge my phone for a second and then shut off. I plugged it into my laptop and it works without any problems. Just a heads up for anybody else reading this. My device is a Realtek 8185A, and it uses the 8188C/8188C/8189C series chipset (Driver provided: ftdi-_8188C_8_usb-_3007.zip). I
don't know where to go for the default drivers, but I was hoping somebody could give me some help with the installation of this software, because right now it isn't working. So far I've got the device listed in the Device Manager, but when I go to install the software, the installer just gives me a blank screen, with a mouse pointer on the screen, nothing happens. I'm
running Windows XP.My device is model number 8186M (Driver provided: ftdi-_8188C_8_usb_3007.zip). Again, I don't know where to get the default drivers, so I'm hoping somebody can help me. I have the device listed in Device Manager, so that's a good thing. When I go to install the software, it just gives me a blank screen, with a mouse pointer on the screen,

nothing happens. I'm using Windows XP. Thanks a lot for reading this, and any help would be appreciated. 5ec8ef588b
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